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SPAIN TOPS EUROPEAN FOOTBALL VALUE
LEAGUE
Spain will defy the bookies to be champions of Europe if the most ‘expensive’ team is
victorious – the 23-man squad has an estimated value of €658m/£522m
Full datasets suggest a German victory is seen as most likely, with more than one in three
who had picked a winner expecting them to lift the trophy1
Fans of Turkey, Poland and Romania are willing to give up most to see their team win

•
•
•

If player value decides the winners of the upcoming European Championships, then Spain will emerge
as victors.
This is according to the ING International Survey Special Report – Cup-o-nomics 2016, which used
individual player transfer value estimates from global football industry database Transfermarkt, to pit the
2
teams against one another on financial terms .
Analysis of the estimated total market value of each 23-man squad reveals that Spain far and away has
the most ‘expensive’ squad at the tournament, with a total value of €658m/£522m. Germany
(€566m/£449m), home nation France (€493m/£391m), Belgium (€452m/£359m) and England
(€447m/£355m) make up the remaining top five squads.
Table 1: Top 10 teams at this summer’s tournament by value
Nation

Total
squad
value (euros)

Total
squad
value (pounds)

Team’s
most
valuable player

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Spain
Germany
France
Belgium
England
Italy
Portugal
Croatia
Poland

€ 658m
€ 566m
€ 493m
€ 452m
€ 447m
€ 314m
€ 305m
€ 260m
€ 174m

£522m
£449m
£391m
£359m
£355m
£249m
£242m
£206m
£138m

10

Turkey

€ 171m

£136m

Sergio Busquets
Thomas Müller
Paul Pogba
Eden Hazard
Raheem Sterling
Leonardo Bonucci
Cristiano Ronaldo
Luka Modric
Robert
Lewandowski
Arda Turan

Most
valuable
player’s worth
(€ / £)
€47m/ £38m
€71m/ £56m
€61m/ £49m
€66m/ £53m
€47m/ £38m
€28m/ £23m
€104m/ £83m
€47m/ £38m
€66m/ £53m
€33m/ £26m

Data sourced from Transfermarkt.com, the football industry standard valuation database, between 07/04/16 and 13/04/16

Meanwhile, at the other end of the scale, Hungary is the lowest ranked team for value, with the squad
worth an estimated €28m/£22m in transfer value – or a quarter (27%) of Cristiano Ronaldo’s
(€104m/£83m) estimated transfer value. (See appendix: table 2)
Datasets not used in the full report suggest that popular opinion may differ from the value league when
it comes to picking a winner. More than one in three of those with an opinion (38%) expect Germany to
lift the trophy on 10 July – a long way ahead of Spain (21%) and France (9%) in second and third.
Though their heads may say Germany, many fans across Europe will be supporting their chosen team
with more than enough heart to be a worthy ‘twelfth man’. ING’s ranking of the ‘super fans’ across
Europe found that Turkish supporters are most passionate about their team, and would be willing to
give up the most to taste victory for their nation.
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More than half of people in Turkey (54%) would sacrifice 1 per cent of their annual income if it meant
their team would win the tournament, and two fifths (42%) would be prepared to give up their mobile
3
phone for a month. When it comes to the ‘super fans’ league , fans in Poland, Italy and Romania follow
closely behind.
Looking at a nation’s sporting passion, those in Germany (55%), Spain (54%), Italy (28%), Belgium
(26%) and France (23%) rank their home team’s chances of victory above all others, suggesting home
bias may be at work alongside rational predictions.
Ian Bright, senior economist at ING, commented: “While team value might seem a reliable measure,
in sport, anything can happen. Leicester City in England defied the odds to win the league so while
Spain and Germany are the most ‘expensive’ squads, who knows what might happen? Until the final
whistle is blown, nothing is certain.
“Football can remind us how difficult it can be to make decisions when emotions run high. For example,
many favour their home team even if they know their chances are small. When managing money, our
emotions can get the better of us too. This is why we wrote the report – to demonstrate in a fun way that
managing money is more than just doing the maths.”

Ends
Note to editors
About the research
The ING International Survey Special Report – Cup-o-nomics 2016 was conducted by Ipsos using
internet-based polling. Thirteen countries were surveyed: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, France,
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Spain, Turkey and the United
Kingdom. Polling took place between 18 March and 6 April 2016. The full report is available here.
The ING International Survey is produced three times a year by ING eZonomics. It is about money and
life - combining ideas around financial education, personal finance and behavioural economics to
produce regular and practical information about the way people manage their money - and how this can
affect consumers' lives.
1

Figures sourced from the same dataset – the ING International Survey of 12,561 people conducted by
Ipsos using internet-based polling – but they do not appear in the ING International Survey Special
Report – Cup-o-nomics 2016.
2

Squad value data for the ‘Value League’ was produced by combining market value for each nation’s
squad of players. Projected squads are the most recently played friendly games and other recent callups for each nation. Market value of individual players is estimated based on transfer value data and a
range of other criteria, including age and club performance. Data was sourced from Transfermarkt.com,
the football industry standard valuation database between 07/04/16 and 13/04/16.
3

The ‘super fans’ league ranked countries against four key measures, which also included willingness
to go without their mobile for a month if it meant claiming victory, and the share of the overall population
rooting for a team.
For further information on ING, please visit www.ing.com. Frequent news updates can be found in the
Newsroom or via the @ING_news twitter feed. Photos of ING operations, buildings and its executives
are available for download at Flickr. Footage (B-roll) of ING is available via videobankonline.com, or can
be requested by emailing info@videobankonline.com. ING presentations are available at SlideShare.
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Appendix
Table 2: Bottom five teams at this summer’s tournament by value
Nation
1
2
3
4
5

Hungary
Northern
Ireland
Albania
Iceland
Romania

Total
squad
value (euros)
€ 28m
€ 35m

Total
squad
value (pounds)
£22m
£28m

€ 38m
€ 40m
€ 59m

£30m
£32m
£46m

Full table available on request.
Selected group stage games: value crib sheet
FRANCE vs ROMANIA
10.06.16 / Group A
Hosts France play Romania in the first game of the tournament.
• If economics can predict the outcome, France will be firm favourites. Their squad is worth a
total €493m compared with Romania’s €59m
• Romania is higher in the ‘super fan’ stakes however, being more willing to give up money if it
would help their team win, more likely to participate in World Cup pools and being more likely to
spend big if a ticket to the final became available
• France’s Paul Pogba is one of the most valuable players at the European Championships,
worth €61m – more than Romania’s entire 23-man squad
• French fans have confidence in their teams chances in the long term
BELGIUM vs ITALY
13.06.16 / Group E
Italy kicks off their World Cup campaign against Belgium’s “golden generation” in Group E.
• Both teams are value heavyweights, with Belgium fourth overall (€452m) and Italy sixth
(€314m), indicating this could be a particularly close-fought game
th
• Belgium has two of the most valuable players at the tournament in Eden Hazard (€66m – 4
th
overall) and Kevin de Bruyne (€57m – 7 overall), the Premiership players being more valuable
than any of Italy’s
• Fans in Italy seem more invested in the tournament though, with one in four getting involved in
a pool, compared to one in six in Belgium
SPAIN vs CZECH REPUBLIC
13.06.16 / Group D
Titleholders Spain will begin their defence against Czech Republic. Spain are currently ranked sixth in
the world and will be looking to bounce back after a dismal showing in the World Cup.
• Spain has the most valuable team at the tournament, valued at €658m compared to Czech
th
Republic in 19 place, worth less than a tenth of that (€65m)
• Spain’s top players in terms of value may surprise you though, with Busquets and Koke topping
the list ahead of the usual star names. Both are valued at €47m
• Group D is the economic ‘group of death’ at the tournament – with the four squads (Spain,
Croatia, Turkey and Czech Republic) added together reaching an estimated value of €1.2bn
ENGLAND vs WALES
16.06.16 / Group B
Neighbours England and Wales will be competing for the top spots in Group B, facing off in their
opening match.
• England’s squad is the fifth most valuable in the tournament (€447m), dwarfing Wales’s
(€160m)
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•

Wales’s Gareth Bale is the second most ‘expensive’ player at the tournament though. Valued at
€76m, he makes up 47% of the value of the Welsh side
England’s highest ‘priced’ player is Raheem Sterling (€47m). Despite his recent dip in form, his
estimated €62m transfer fee for his 2015 move to Manchester City will have influenced his
valuation

GERMANY vs POLAND
16.06.16 / Group C
These neighbouring teams line up in Group C, with Germany among the favourites to win the
tournament outright.
• Germany has the second most expensive squad of all teams at the championship, valued at
€566m
• Poland’s squad is worth €174m, by comparison, with striker Robert Lewandowski worth 38% of
that total (€66m), though the most valuable player on the pitch – just – is Germany’s Thomas
Muller (€71m), his teammate at club level for Bayern Munich
• The form book will be in Germany’s favour too, as Poland has only beaten their neighbours to
the west once in their history – though this was relatively recently, in a 2-0 win in 2014
NORTHERN IRELAND vs GERMANY
21.06.16 / Group C
• Minnows Northern Ireland are up against the odds in this game against Germany – they are
broadly the least favoured team at the tournament
• The same divide emerges in terms of squad value too, with Northern Ireland’s estimated at
€35m while Germany’s is worth €566m – 16 times as much
• In fact, German attacker Thomas Muller (€71m) alone is valued at twice the total Northern
Ireland 23-man squad
• They aren’t quite the lowest valued squad though, with Hungary worth €28m
For further information, please contact:
Press enquiries
Susanna Walker Robson / Rachel Finlay / Dan Thompson
Third City PR
+44 20 3174 1023
+44 7850 339727
INGteam@thirdcity.co.uk
Press enquiries
Carolien van der Giessen
+31 20 576 6386

Investor enquiries
ING Group Investor Relations
+31 20 576 6396

Carolien.van.der.Giessen@ing.com

Investor.Relations@ing.com

ING Profile
ING is a global financial institution with a strong European base, offering banking services through its operating company ING Bank. The purpose of
ING Bank is empowering people to stay a step ahead in life and in business. ING Bank’s more than 52,000 employees offer retail and commercial
banking services to customers in over 40 countries.
ING Group shares are listed (in the form of depositary receipts) on the exchanges of Amsterdam (INGA NA, ING.AS), Brussels and on the New
York Stock Exchange (ADRs: ING US, ING.N).
Sustainability forms an integral part of ING’s corporate strategy, which is evidenced by ING Group shares being included in the FTSE4Good index
and in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (Europe and World) where ING is among the leaders in the Banks industry group.

Important legal information
Certain of the statements contained herein are not historical facts, including, without limitation, certain statements made of future expectations and
other forward-looking statements that are based on management’s current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Actual
results, performance or events may differ materially from those in such statements due to, without limitation: (1) changes in general economic
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conditions, in particular economic conditions in ING’s core markets, (2) changes in performance of financial markets, including developing markets,
(3) consequences of a potential (partial) break-up of the euro, (4) changes in the availability of, and costs associated with, sources of liquidity such
as interbank funding, as well as conditions in the credit markets generally, including changes in borrower and counterparty creditworthiness, (5)
changes affecting interest rate levels, (6) changes affecting currency exchange rates, (7) changes in investor and customer behaviour, (8) changes
in general competitive factors, (9) changes in laws and regulations, (10) changes in the policies of governments and/or regulatory authorities, (11)
conclusions with regard to purchase accounting assumptions and methodologies, (12) changes in ownership that could affect the future availability
to us of net operating loss, net capital and built-in loss carry forwards, (13) changes in credit ratings, (14) ING’s ability to achieve projected
operational synergies and (15) the other risks and uncertainties detailed in the most recent annual report of ING Groep N.V. (including the Risk
Factors contained therein) and ING’s more recent disclosures, including press releases, which are available on www.ING.com. Any forward-looking
statements made by or on behalf of ING speak only as of the date they are made, and, ING assumes no obligation to publicly update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information or for any other reason.
This document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, any securities in the United States or any other
jurisdiction.
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